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Why exactly is the wicked Queen so nasty, particularly to Snow White? Perhaps it has something to

do with the creepy-looking man in the magic mirror who's not just some random spooky visage...
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I just started reading this today and finished it today as well! It's defintely a quick read, but worth it.I

love Disney and I love fantasy/science fiction books so picking this up to read was a no brainier.

Even though this book is "young adult" I never thought so while reading it.It captured my attention

throughout, moves along at a nice pace, and was a nice legnth for me as I don't have a lot of free

time most days.This book is apparently a trilogy, I have read the Ursula book in this series and I did

not enjoy it as much as this one. This one truly is something special and I could just imagine the

Disney Animated characters in this, I enjoyed reading this from a different perspectiveDefintely

worth the $8 I paid :)



I suppose it's my fault for being cheap , and probably not reading descriptions, but there's a library

sticker over the front cover. :( But it's in great condition otherwise! Pretty pleased...

To see a different view on worldwide known Snow White is wonderful. In this book you learn The

Queens back story and how she became who she is. Love it!

Bought this as a gift for my daughter, and I read it too. Good book..I enjoyed reading this author's

take on the Disney classics, enjoyed the other books too.

Similar to "Wicked", where it provides a twist to the story of Wicked Witch from the "Wizard of Oz",

"Fairest of All" gives a new twist to the Snow White tale providing details as to who the Queen was

before she became wicked and obsessed with her beauty. I don't want to give any spoilers, but the

story does a really good job of introducing who the Queen is, and as the story unravels you get a

good understanding of who the Queen is and the motives behind her decisions. I quickly fell in love

with the Queen and began to sympathize with her. I soon found myself wishing and clinging on to

the hope that maybe just maybe there would be an alternate ending for the Queen like there was for

the Wicked Witch in "Wicked"

My teenage daughter loved this book. A fast easy book great for light reading .

Very good book and start of an awesome series. All Disney lovers should read it and this series!

Omg!This book was amazing. The way it shows the evil queen descend into madness, and the

creepy triplets that are the real antagonists is amazing!This is perfect for fairytale lovers like myself.

The only thing is I feel the beginning was a lot slower than the last part, and I love how at the end

SPOILERS the queen joins the mirror and tells snow, I love you. It makes you feel like the queen

finally got what she wanted. Anyway, great book I do recommend to all my friends. I love it!
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